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Abstract—In this paper, a 64-state four-bit soft-decision Viterbi
decoder with power saving mechanism for high speed wireless local
area network applications is presented. Based on path merging
and prediction techniques, a survivor memory unit with hierar-
chical memory design is proposed to reduce memory access oper-
ations. It is found that more than 70% memory access can be re-
duced by taking advantage of locality. Moreover, a low complexity
compare–select–add unit is also presented, leading to save 15%
area and 14.3% power dissipation as compared to conventional
add–compare–select design. A test chip has been designed and im-
plemented in 0.18- m standard CMOS process. The test results
show that 30 40% power dissipation can be reduced, and the
power efficiency reaches 0.75 mW per Mb/s at 6 Mb/s and 1.26 mW
per Mb/s at 54 Mb/s as specified in IEEE 802.11a.

Index Terms—Add–compare–select, path merging, path predic-
tion, survivor memory, Viterbi decoder.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN digital communication systems, especially
wireless local area network (WLAN) systems, are

required to transmit information at high data rates. This results
in increased system complexity and power dissipation issues
in circuit implementation. Furthermore, to enhance overall
system performance, an efficient error-control code is often
employed. Convolutional codes that have been widely exploited
in communication systems provide a superior error correction
capacity while keeping a reasonable coding complexity. Viterbi
algorithm is the optimal solution for decoding convolutional
codes [1], [2] with the modest computing resource. However, as
the requirement of data rate increases in wireless applications,
the power consumption becomes an obvious design issue in
system-level integrated circuit. In this paper, exploring the
system level behavior, redundant operations can be removed to
achieve a better system architecture in terms of power dissipa-
tion and complexity.

The Viterbi decoder contains three main units [3]: transi-
tion metric unit (TMU), add–compare–select unit (ACSU),
and survivor memory unit (SMU). As illustrated in Fig. 1,
TMU calculates the transition metrics from the input data.
The ACSU recursively accumulates transition metrics (TM)
as path metrics (PM), and makes decisions to select the most
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of Viterbi decoder.

likely state transition sequence. Finally, the SMU traces the
decisions to extract this sequence. However, the nonlinear and
recursive nature limits the maximum achievable throughput
rate. The most common solution to develop a high throughput
Viterbi decoder is fully parallel approach, where ACSUs are
assigned to each state with high radix structure [4]. However, as
the constraint length rises, the hardware complexity increases
exponentially, and so does the power consumption. The first
problem is the large number of ACS operations, where
ACS operations are required for each iteration, and is the
constraint length. The second problem is that implementing a
high speed traceback unit is more difficult than that based on
the register exchange method [5] because of the limited band-
width in the embedded memory. However, traceback approach
provides a power efficient solution as the constraint length
becomes larger. The traceback algorithm, -pointer algorithm,
for survivor memory management has been proposed in [6]
and [7]. It divides the memory into banks and accesses them
concurrently to achieve the demanded data bandwidth. The
other approach is one-pointer algorithm which requires higher
memory access rates. Both methods will consume much power
due to a large amount of memory access operations.

The truncation length determines the size of survivor memory
and also the decoding latency. It has been found that truncation
lengths of four to five times the constraint lengths is sufficient
to ensure negligible performance degradation [8], [9]; the traced
path will remerge to the correct path within the truncation length
with a high probability. To preserve the functionality and per-
formance, truncation length, as a function of code rates ( ) and
channel capacity, is conventionally set to maximum. This will
lead to many redundant operations during traceback, for the op-
erating condition is not always the worst.

The proposed design targets the WLAN system specified in
IEEE 802.11a [10]. Based on orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) and forward error correction (FEC)
coding, the system is able to transmit data with data rates
up to 54 Mb/s. Both phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation
and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) are included to
provide various data rates listed in Table I. The FEC coding
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TABLE I
TRANSMISSION MODES OF IEEE 802.11a WLAN

employs rate 1/2 convolutional code and derives higher rates
from it by puncturing. The design signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)
for FEC are the targets to achieve a packet error rate (PER) of
10% in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.

This paper proposes a modified traceback scheme [11] that
reduces memory access based on the path merging property [2],
which will be discussed in Section II. Section III introduces
the path prediction algorithm that makes path merging work
better in SMU. Section IV presents the proposed architecture
including the soft-decision based TMU, the compare-select-add
(CSA) structure, and the hierarchical memory based survivor
memory design. The chip implementation and test results are de-
scribed in Section V, and the conclusion is given in Section VI.

II. TRACEBACK WITH DYNAMIC TRUNCATION LENGTH

Due to practical storage constraints, the survivor memory
for each state should be limited to a finite length, as shown in
Fig. 2(a). With a truncation length of , the decoder is required
to output data on the branch at depth by [9]. If all sur-
viving paths have a common node at time , the unique branch is
chosen. Otherwise, the branch corresponding to the best metric
value at depth is the choice. This truncation technique
will result in an additional error if an incorrect path diverges
from the correct path at depth , and remains unmerged from it
before depth . Therefore, must be chosen, so that trun-
cation error is comparable to or less than maximum-likelihood
decoding (MLD). In [8], the criterion of how to select a proper
truncation length is shown to be

(1)

where is the block coding exponent, and is the
convolutional coding exponent as defined in [8].

To derive a more intuitive formulation of (1), the very noisy
channel will be applied and assumed to be discrete and memo-
ryless [8]. Let be the set of symbols which can be transmitted

Fig. 2. (a) M -state trellis diagram truncated to T time instances, and M =

2 . (b) Truncation length versus coding rate.

on a given channel, and let be the set of symbols can be re-
ceived. The conditional probability of receiving , given
that is transmitted, can be expressed by

(2)

where for all and , and for all
. The condition in (1) can then be reduced to

(3)

For a different coding rate , the truncation length ranges from
to infinite as approaches channel capacity . Of different

ratios, Fig. 2(b) shows the valid truncation length in gray
region. And in real applications, truncation length must vary
with respect to and .

Fig. 2(a) illustrates the path merging or unification property
[2], [6] which all survivor sequences will converge to the same
state with a high probability after tracing back time instances
that depends on coding rates and channel conditions. For a fixed

, SMU will trace the same path that had been traced recently
as the path remerges to the correct one. This implies that SMU
tends to reuse data which have been used in previous traceback
operations. Considering the data locality in survivor memory,
a dynamic traceback mechanism can be implemented to reduce
power consumption caused by a great number of memory access
and large memory word width.
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Fig. 3. Path merging algorithm.

Fig. 4. Proposed memory management of SMU.

The modified traceback algorithm, path merging algorithm,
can be summarized in Fig. 3 according to the cache based SMU
design in Fig. 4. Initially, the survivor memory contains sur-
vivor sequences with equals to . Since the correct
path cannot be exactly known in receiver systems, the contents
of buffer will be the path which is last traced. During tracing,
state- is recursively updated and compared with the buffer el-
ement state- . While state- is different from state- , the con-
tents of buffer should be revised to the new data state- . On the
contrary, when the traced path merges to the previous one, SMU
can stop further tracing operations because the buffer has con-
tained the same state sequence.

Simulation results, shown in Table II, bring out the effects
of the modified traceback algorithm in IEEE 802.11a [10]

TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF PATH CONVERGENCE

Fig. 5. Basic operations of SMU.

WLAN platform. These results represent the length required
by the traced path to merge to the last one, and over 94% of
paths will merge after tracing three time instances in different
channel conditions. Therefore, many redundant operations can
be eliminated through the proposed SMU design.

III. PATH PREDICTION

In practical implementation, many algorithms are available
for the memory management of SMU, and a generalized de-
scription has been given in [7], where -pointer even and odd
algorithms were presented. Fig. 5 shows the basic operations of
SMU that are divided into three parts: writing new data (WR),
traceback read (TB), and decode read (DC). The path merging
algorithm can be successfully applied to TB operations, for the
contents of buffer are iteratively updated if needed. However, in
WR operation where new survivors from ACSU are written into
memory, there is nothing to update the buffer, and nothing can
be read from it during TB operation. Therefore, the path predic-
tion algorithm accompanied with WR is proposed and shown in
Fig. 6 where WR is assumed to process time instances. While
ACSU proceeds each new time instance in the code trellis, the
predicted state with the minimum PM is also found and veri-
fied that a valid transition exists. Once the sequence of states
encounters an invalid transition, the prediction process should
be stopped to avoid improper path merging during TB opera-
tion. In terms of different SNRs, the simulation results in Fig. 7
represent the accuracy of prediction, which is defined as the per-
centage of total predictable states in WR region.

Combined with the path merging algorithm, the updating pro-
cedure of buffer can be concluded in Fig. 8. The predicted state
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Fig. 6. Path prediction algorithm.

sequence is stored during WR operation while new state se-
quence is rewritten during TB operation until the traced path
merges to that in the buffer. Even if incorrect states are predicted,
they will be corrected in TB region, leading to no performance
loss by applying the path prediction algorithm.

IV. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

Fig. 9 shows the architecture of the proposed design. The
de-puncture unit can support various coding rates defined in
current applications. The TMU calculates the distance between
the received symbols and codewords on the branches. The
64 parallel simplified ACS units perform comparison among
candidate paths to determine survivors and compute the cor-
responding path metrics. The SMU based on the -pointer
even algorithm with is constructed by 6-bank memory
architecture [7]. And each memory bank equips a state buffer
which retains the state sequence that would probably be reused.
The memory management unit (MMU) governs the operations
of SMU, including the path merging and path prediction opera-
tions. The comparator (CMP) computes the minimum PM and
outputs the corresponding state to prediction unit as well as TB
unit. The prediction unit will generate a possible state sequence
to increase buffer reuse efficiency.

A. TMU Design

Because of the finite precision in practical implementation,
quantizing channel symbols will increase the SNR to achieve the
desired bit error rate (BER). A soft decision Viterbi decoder has

Fig. 7. Prediction accuracy in AWGN channel. (a) QPSK and R = 1=2. (b)
64-QAM and R = 3=4.

better error correction capability, where its hardware complexity
increases linearly with the number of the quantization bits in the
demodulated symbols. The objective is to minimize the quan-
tization loss in terms of hardware cost. The quantization level
and stepsize vary with modulation types and channel conditions.
For different quantization levels and modulation types, Table III
summarizes the performance improvement in terms of SNR over
the hard decision decoding. All of the quantization schemes are
set to be uniform quantization and optimal stepsize [12]. While
considering the indoor multipath channel, Rayleigh fading with
a root mean square (rms) delay spread of 50 ns is considered.
Simulation results of two extreme cases are also shown in Fig. 10.
And there are slight improvements from 8-level to 16-level
in BPSK case and from 16-level to 32-level in 64-QAM case.
Therefore, to achieve a good compromise between performance
and complexity, 16-level soft decision will be our choice.

B. ACS Design

The required ACS operations per trellis stage are equal to
. For different applications and design constraints, the
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Fig. 8. Buffer updating operations.

Fig. 9. Block diagram of the proposed Viterbi decoder.

TABLE III
IMPROVEMENT OF SOFT-DECISION VITERBI DECODER COMPARED

TO HARD DECISION

implementation approach ranges from fully parallel computing
array to sharing the computational resources through multi-
plexing. As for the WLAN category, the fully parallel approach
is preferred because the demanded data rate may reach decades
of Mb/s or even hundreds of Mb/s. The maximum achiev-
able throughput rate is limited owing to the nonlinear and
recursive property. Thus, high radix ACS structure had been
explored to achieve a high throughput decoder [4]. As a rule,
the radix-4 architecture is used to provide double throughput
with a corresponding complexity increase [13], [14]. A further
improvement is the parallel architecture [15] where path met-

Fig. 10. Simulation results of the soft decision Viterbi decoder in multipath
channel. (a) BPSK and R = 1=2. (b) 64-QAM and R = 3=4.

rics and decisions are calculated concurrently. The speedup is
achieved with an expense of carry-save-adders.
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Fig. 11. State transition and corresponding ACS structure. (a) Trellis diagram.
(b) ACS structure.

ACS operations dominate a large computing power in con-
ventional Viterbi decoder, and many techniques have been in-
troduced to improve either the critical path or the power con-
sumption. The transformations of ACS unit in [16]–[18] result
in a CSA structure, leading to lower complexity of computa-
tions. The drawback of longer delay path will result in slower
decoding speed. Another construction of CSA in [19] reaches a
higher speed of computation, but requires twice more adders and
path metric memory. A modified CSA (MCSA) is presented to
improve the data-path delay in original CSA architectures while
preserving lower complexity.

Fig. 11(a) shows the subset of the 64-state trellis with gen-
erator polynomial and , and the corre-
sponding ACS structure is shown in Fig. 11(b). The path metric
updating can be expressed by

(4)

(5)

The selection of minimum path metric is accomplished by the
decisions and .

(6)

(7)

Fig. 12. CSA architecture.

Fig. 13. Modified structure of comparator sub-unit.

Through arrangement, (6) and (7) will be reduced to

(8)

(9)

where and
. The identical terms in (8) and (9) indicate that

the computations of and can share the same arith-
metic unit. The reconstructed CSA unit is shown in Fig. 12. The
calculation of can be shared by many CSA units. And
the resource sharing of for and reduces one
subtractor as compared to the conventional ACS. Furthermore, a
modified comparator architecture is proposed in Fig. 13 to im-
prove CSA performance. The lookahead approach is explored
to speed up compare operations. As shown in (8) and (9), the
signs of and are ex-
pected results and can be obtained by comparing the magnitudes
of and , and by checking their difference in
signs. Since is a 12-bit number, and is a 6-bit
number, the comparison can be simplified to a 6-bit adder/sub-
tractor as well as a carry propagation circuit. As a result, the
circuit in Fig. 13 implements both (8) and (9) with a lower crit-
ical delay and complexity. Table IV summarizes the gate count
and power dissipation of different ACS architectures, including
the parallel ACS structure in [15]. In the modified CSA scheme,
the area reduction from the conventional ACS structure is about
15%, and an average 14.3% power saving is observed through
simulation.
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF 64-STATE ACS UNIT

C. SMU Design

In terms of power consumption, memory traceback method
that avoids moving data in the survivor memory is preferred.
Compared with the register-exchange approach, traceback ar-
chitecture has a limited memory bandwidth in nature, and thus
limits the decoding speed. Therefore, there have been many
memory management algorithms and architectures [6], [7], [20]
proposed to improve data rates. However, the algorithms and
architectures in the literature suffer a great deal of memory ac-
cess and large memory word widths, leading to large power con-
sumption in the survivor memory unit. As shown in (3), the trun-
cation length is a function of coding rate and channel capacity.
It is not appropriate to design the Viterbi decoder works in the
worst cases. And for a fixed truncation length, the controller
tends to trace the path which the controller traced recently. The
locality of reference can be exploited to reduce memory access.
With the above-mentioned features, the buffer based memory
architecture is proposed. For each traceback process, the state
transition sequence can be saved in a small buffer. At the next
traceback, while the traced path is merging to the previous one,
the data in buffer after the merged point must be the desired state
sequence, and the memory read operation can be avoided. Fur-
thermore, before traceback process, the initial state is chosen to
have the minimum PM to accelerate the path merging process.

Based on the 3-pointer even algorithm proposed in [7], the
survivor memory is divided into 6 banks, each of size
words, and is constructed by three dual-port SRAMs. Combined
with the buffer memory, the buffer efficiency will decrease to
66% as the buffer is empty during the first traceback. Thus, a
path prediction algorithm discussed in Section III is applied
to increase the buffer reuse efficiency. As shown in Fig. 8, the
buffer is pre-written during WR operation and revised during
TB operation.

Since the traced path is continuous in trellis, the buffer can
be implemented to store the single continuous path, leading to
save area. And the overhead that implements the buffer and ad-
ditional control circuit is less than 6%. The maximum truncation
length is set to 64, and each bank is sized to 32 64 bits. Each
bank contains a 38 bits buffer that reduces a lot of memory read
operations. The reduction of memory access in 54 Mb/s mode
and AWGN channel is also shown in Fig. 14. In conventional

Fig. 14. Comparison of memory access operations.

SMU, the number of memory access is constant. On the other
hand, in the proposed SMU the number of memory read oper-
ations degrades as the channel gets better. If the SNR is grater
than 17 dB, the average memory access will be dominated by
writing operations.

V. CHIP IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST RESULTS

The chip is implemented by cell-based design flow and fabri-
cated in 0.18- m 1P6M CMOS process. The used cell is 1.8-volt
SAGE-X standard cell library from Artisan. After synthesis, the
gate level design contains about 49 k gates. And the post-layout
simulation with 1.8 V supply at 25 C shows that the proposed
Viterbi decoder chip can work above 100-MHz clock rate, which
will provide 75 Mb/s decoding rate at . The chip shown
in Fig. 15 has been tested, and Table V summarizes the chip
measurement results. Fig. 16 shows the measured power con-
sumption in terms of different data rates listed in Table I. The
conventional data in Fig. 16 is obtained from this chip with the
path merging and path prediction functions being turned off.
The more detailed information is illustrated in Fig. 17 where
54 Mb/s data rate is measured at dB. The increased
power dissipation in clock tree and CMP unit is due to the ad-
ditional buffer and the computation of the minimum PM. The
power consumption which varies with the channel condition has
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Fig. 15. Micro-photo of the Viterbi decoder test chip.

Fig. 16. Measured power consumption at different data rates defined in IEEE
802.11a.

Fig. 17. Difference in power consumption before and after applying the
proposed algorithm.

a reduction as compared to conventional designs.
And as shown in Table VI, the power efficiency at different rates
reaches about 1 mW per Mb/s.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a high performance and
power reduction Viterbi decoder for WLAN applications. The

TABLE V
SUMMARY OF CHIP IMPLEMENTATION

TABLE VI
POWER EFFICIENCY AT DIFFERENT DATA RATES

modified CSA architecture lowers down hardware complexity
as well as power dissipation. With the aid of path merging
and prediction features, the memory access reduces more than
70% on the average. And the power consumption decreases
due to the reduced memory access operations. The proposed
design not only considers the error correction capacity, but also
provides a high-speed and power-efficient solution.
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